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		Master the tactics and tools of the advanced persistent threat hacker

	
		In this book, IT security expert Tyler Wrightson reveals the mindset, skills, and effective attack vectors needed to compromise any target of choice. Advanced Persistent Threat Hacking discusses the strategic issues that make all organizations vulnerable and provides noteworthy empirical evidence. You'll learn a proven APT Hacker Methodology for systematically targeting and infiltrating an organization and its IT systems. A unique, five-phased tactical approach to APT hacking is presented with real-world examples and hands-on techniques you can use immediately to execute very effective attacks.

		
			Review empirical data from actual attacks conducted byunsophisticated and elite APT hackers alike
	
			Learn the APT Hacker Methodology--a systematic approach designed to ensure success, avoid failures, and minimize the risk of being caught
	
			Perform in-depth reconnaissance to build a comprehensive understanding of the target
	
			Obtain non-technical data about the target, including open source, human, financial, and geographical intelligence
	
			Use social engineering to compromise a specific system, application, or workstation
	
			Identify and attack wireless networks and wireless client devices
	
			Spearphish with hardware-based Trojan devices
	
			Physically infiltrate target facilities to obtain access to assets and compromise digital lily pads
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WordPress MU 2.8: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2009
WordPress MU enables you to build a complete, professional blog network. Each user gets their own blog, and can choose their favorite templates and plug-ins, and develop their own content. WordPress MU powers some of the largest blog networks in the world, including the mighty WordPress.com - home to thousands of bloggers.

This book will...
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Smart Things: Ubiquitous Computing User Experience DesignMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010

	The world of smart shoes, appliances, and phones is already here, but the practice of user experience (UX) design for ubiquitous computing is still relatively new. Design companies like IDEO and frogdesign are regularly asked to design products that unify software interaction, device design and service design -- which are all the key...
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The Pi-Calculus: A Theory of Mobile ProcessesCambridge University Press, 2001

	Mobile systems, whose components communicate and change their structure, now pervade the informational world and the wider world of which it is a part. The science of mobile systems is as yet immature, however. This book presents the pi-calculus, a theory of mobile systems. The pi-calculus provides a conceptual framework for understanding...
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BlackBerry in a Snap (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 2005
Wish your BlackBerry 7100 had come with a little more meat in the owner's manual? BlackBerry 7100 In a Snap is your wish come true. This task-oriented guide goes well beyond the BlackBerry 7100 owner's manual and guides you through its devices using practical usage scenarios. Jump in anywhere, and...
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Professional Content Management Systems: Handling Digital Media AssetsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
"For  anyone working in this industry, the book is worth having as a long-term reference." (Computing Reviews.com, September 15, 2005)
    "…the most complete work in this area…I recommend this book to students, engineers, and managers involved or interested in the handling and management of multimedia...
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Combinatorial Number Theory: Proceedings of the 'Integers Conference 2007', Carrollton, Georgia, October 2427, 2007Walter de Gruyter, 2009

	The Integers Conference 2007 was held October 24–27, 2007, at the University

	of West Georgia in Carrollton, Georgia. This was the third Integers Conference,

	held bi-annually since 2003.





	It featured sixty-four invited talks including six plenary lectures presented

	by George Andrews, Vitaly Bergelson, Bryna Kra,...
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